In this paper we use numerical models of coupled biological-hydrody~~arnic processes to search for general principles of bloom regulation in estuarine waters. We address three questions: What are the dynamics of slratificalion in coasial systems a\ influenced by cariable freshwater input and tidal stirring'? How does phytoplankton growth respond to these dynamics? Can the classical Sverdrup Critical Depth Model (SCDM) be used to predict the tinling of bloom events in shallow coastal domains such as estuaries?
ties are then used in a time-and depth-dependent adcection-diffusion equation. incorporating sources and sinks, for the phytoplankton biomass.
Our modeling resullj show that. whereas persistent stratification greatly increases the probability of a bloom. semidiurnal periodic stratification does not increase the likelihood of a phytoplankton bloom over that of a constantly unstratified water column. Thus, for phytoplankton blooms. the physical regime of periodic stratification is closer to complete mixing than to persistent stratification. Furthermore, the details of persistent stratification are important: surface layer depth, thickness of the pycnoclinc. vcrtical dcnsity difference. and tidal currcnt speed all weigh heavily in producing conditions which promote the onset of phytoplankton blooms.
Our model results for shalloe. tidal systems do not conform to the classical concepts of stratification and blooms in deep pelagic systems. First. earlier studies (Riley. 1942 , for example) suggest a monotonic increase in surface layer production as the surface layer shallows. Our model results suggest, however. a nonmonotonic relationship between phytoplankton population growth and surface layer depth. which results from a balance between several "competing" processes. including the interaction of sinking with turbulent mixing and average net growth occursing within the surface layer. Second, we show that the traditional SCDM must be refined for application to energetic shallow systems or for systems in which surface layer mixing is not strong enough to counteract thc sinking loss of phytoplankton. This need for refinement arise5 because of the leakage of phytoplankton from the surface layer by turbulent diffusion and sinking. procewes not considered in the classical SCDM. Our model shows that, even for low sinking rates and small turbulent
Introduction
In some regions of the world's oceans phytoplankton dynamics are dominated by the spring bloom, a period of rapid population growth that often begins after the water column becomes thermally stratified. The spring bloom is a biological response to physical dynamics, and the mechanism is a discrete change in the balance between phytoplankton primary production and losses when a shallow mixing layer is formed above the seasonal thermocline. This mechanism of the spring bloom was formalized by Sverdrup (1953) , who conceived the concept of the critical depth, above which total production is balanced exactly by phytoplankton losses (grazing and respiration). Sverdrup's Critical Depth Model (SCDM) predicts that the spring bloom begins when the depth of the surface mixed layer, Z,,,, becomes less than this critical depth, Z,, (Platt eta/., 1991. explore the model in detail). Although there have been inconsistencies in the definition of Z,., and challenges to the underlying assun~ptions of the theory (Smetacek and Passow, 1990) . predictions from SCDM are consistent with the timing of the spring blooms in the North Atlantic and westcrn North Pacific (Obata et al., 1996) . Deviations between SCDM theory and observations in other regions of the ocean, such as the eastern North Pacific, have motivated research to explore additional mechanisms of bloom regulation such as iron limitation (Martin et a/., 1991) . So, although Sverdrup's Critical Depth Model does not provide a global predictor of bloom dynamics, it has been a useful tool for interpreting phytoplankton population responses to changing physical dynamics in the upper ocean.
Sverdrup's original problem was the seasonal development of phytoplankton biomass in the open ocean as a response to seasonal stratification by heat input. In shallow coastal waters, other mechanisms of physical variability can overwhelm the annual cycle of thermal stratification. For example, in estuaries and shallow shelf waters (regions of freshwater influence, Simpson et ml., 1991) , salinity stratification can be a stronger stabilizing force than thermal stratification. However, even the stabilizing influence of freshwater inputs can be offset by the strong turbulent mixing of shallow waters by tidal currents and wind stress. As a result, shallow coastal systems have more complex stratification dynamics than the open ocean, with components of variability associated with seasonal and event-scale fluctuations of river flow as well as the semidiurnal and weekly fluctuations in tidal energy (Simpson et al., 1990) . These shallow coastal systems also have more complex population dynamics of phytoplankton, with episodic and high-amplitude fluctuations of biomass superimposed onto seasonal cycles (Cloern, 1996) . Although much of this biomass variability is correlated with fluctuations in stratification driven by the seasonal variability of river flow and hourly-daily variability of tidal stirring (Sinclair et al., 1981) , we have not yet developed a general theory to define the physical conditions under which phytoplankton blooms can develop in shallow coastal waters. We ask here if the critical depth concept can be used to explain the association between stratification dynamics and bloom dynamics in shallow coastal systems such as estuaries.
(1942)? (3) Can the critical depth criterion (bloom? occur whenever Z,,,/Z,, < I ) be used to predict the timing of bloom events in estuaries?
The Physical system

LI. Stratz:fi~~tio~? in estitaries
It is wcll known that the stabilizing effect of density stratification has a profound influence on vertical mixing rates and thus on phytoplankton bloom dynamics (Cloern, 1991 : Koseff et crl., 1993 Cloern, 1996) . Hence, in shallow coastal waters where stratification often results from interactions between buoyancy inputs from rivers and turbulent mixing associated with tides. winds. and density-driven flows, the formation of stratification is one means by which variations in physical forcing can influence biology (OSficer, 1976 ). The precise mechanisms of stratification development, as well as the strength of stratification, tiowever, can vary from system to system. For example. in fjords such as Puget Sound or salt wedges such as the Mississippi Kiver, mixing is relatively weak, allowing strong, permanent stratification to develop. In these flows, local salinity and velocity fields can be controlled hydraulically much in the way open channel flows are controlled by weirs (Armi and Farmer, 1986) . In partially mixed estuaries, however, mixing is strong and vertical stratification is weak or nonexistent, with horizontal density gradients dominating trends in density variation (Offices, 1976) . In their dynamically based classification scheme for estuaries, Jay and Smith (1990a) refer to these as partially stratified estuaries, reflecting the significance of even weak stratification. This partially mixedlstratified estuary best describes the shallow, strongly tidally mixed system considered here. Simpson et al. (1990) have described and analyzed an important stratification mechanism, known as Strain Induced Periodic Stratification (SIPS), for partially mixedlstratified estuaries whcre a longitudinal salinity gradient exists between the ocean and the freshwater source. Their description is as follows and is sketched in Figure 1 . Assume we start with a homogeneous water column at the start of the flooding tide ( Fig. la) . During the flood tide ( Fig. lb) , salty water is carried over fresher water by the vertically sheared tidal current, producing unstable stratification and thus inducing vertical mixing. In this case, the vertical shear in the horizontal current is due only to the presence of the bottom boundary layer. However, on the ebb (Fig. lc) , stable stratification develops when the sheared tidal current carries fresher water over salty water. This stratification reduces the vertical mixing of momentum and increases the velocity shear (Monismith and Fong. 1996) , further increasing the rate of stratification production (Jay and Musiak, 1996; Nepf and Geyer, 1996) .
Depending on the strength of the tidal currents, turbulent mixing can eliminate the stratification before the end of the ebb, or the water column can remain stratified into the next flood tide. This process can be periodic on longer time scales, with the stratification strengthening during neap tides and weakening during spring tides (Simpson eta/., 1990: Lucas et al.: 
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Low Slack Nunes Vaz and . A sample of this process is seen in Figure 2 , a plot of Spring 1995 data for South San Francisco Bay (Friebel et al., 1996) . In this figure, the salinity difference between sensors located at mid-depth and near-bottom of the 15 m deep water column is plotted as a function of time for a station near the San Mateo Bridge. The predicted daily maximum tidal current speed for a station near the San Mateo Bridge is plotted as well (Cheng and Gartner, 1985) . The vertical salinity difference displays a semidiurnal oscillation throughout the record. indicating the presence of tidal straining (SIPS). In addition, during the neap tides (when the daily maximum current speed is relatively low), the stratification does not break down completely on the semidiurnal timescale but, rather, persists for a number of days. Similar observations have been made in other estuaries, notably the York (Sharples et al., 1994) , Columbia (Jay and Smith, 1990b) , Hudson (Nepf and Geyer, 1996) , Spencer Gulf (Nunes Vaz et ul., 19891 , and the Tamar (Uncles and Stephens, 1990). Evidently, SlPS is a common feature of a large class of estuaries. Figure 2. Vertical salinity difference (Friebel eta]., 1996) and maximum tidal current speed (Cheng and Gartner, 1985) at San hlateo Bridge, south San Francisco Bay, Spring 1995. Salinity data were measured by ill situ instruments; the cui-rent speeds were calculated by a tidal prediction program which uses harmonic constants derived from field data.
Monismith et a/. (1996) argued that the SIPS condition only occur\ in a one-dimensional channel when where Ri, is a stability parameter: g is gravitational acceleration; dpldx is the longitudinal density gradient [kg/(m 3 -m)] (assumed to be constant over the flow depth and in time); H is the depth of the channel: U,,,,, is the maximum tidal velocity on the surface; CD is the bottom drag coefficient; and p, , is the reference density. This condition is based upon the assumption of a local one-dimensional balance of salinity and momentum (i.e., replacing the estuary with a fictional one-dimensional channel), and is supported by modeling (using the methods and code described below) and salinity data from northern San Francisco Bay.
When Ri, is greater than about 1, the stratification strengthens each tidal cycle, a et al.: Bloom djrzarnics in est~tnries 38 1 condition refened to as "persistent" or "runaway" stratification. While the fundamental structure assumed by the model may be oversimplified, the general picture inferred by Monismith et 01. (1996) appears consistent with field measurements. Model runs conducted in the course of the present study (to be reported elsewhere) suggest that the critical condition is also a function of the tidal excursion, behavior that most likely rcflects the temporal elenlent of flow evolution. Runaway sti-atification appears to be attributable to the strong nonlinearity that comes from the longitudinal salinity gradient; it provides the baroclinic pressure gradient that drives a flow which always acts to stratify. as well as providing the "source" term for the stratification itself. As the water column stratifies, the baroclinic flow strengthens (Jay and Musiak, 1996; , thus intensifying the stratification and further reducing thc mixing rates. Since this sheared flow is superimposed on the tides, it ultimately can overcome the destratification that takes place on the floods.
Lucas
Modeling strati$ed estuarine turbulence
At the simplest level. hydrodynamic processes only affect modeled phytoplankton behavior through the spatial (vertical) and temporal variations in eddy diffusivity (Cloern, 1991) . This relationship can either be provided by using assumed eddy diffusivities (as was done by Cloern, 1991, and Koseff et al., 1993) or by modeling which connects forcing (i.e. horizontal pressure gradients and salinity gradients) directly to stratification and velocity shear, and hence to parameterizations of mixing (i.e. turbulent diwusivities). Intermediate steps in which stratification is specified and held fixed while the velocity and turbulence fields evolve are also possible. The full modeling approach can be used to model SIPS or the evolution of runaway stratification; the intermediate approach can be used to model fjords or other systems with persistent stratification, or periods of runaway stratification that occur during neap tides.
The hydrodynamic model we use follows the approach of Hamblin (1989) and Simpson and Sharples (199 1): we solve momentum, salt and turbulence balance equations representing turbulent flow in a hypothetical one-dimensional estuary; i.e., the governing momentum and salt conservation equations are simplified to retain only vertical variability in the velocities and salinities. For the momentum balance, this is accomplished by neglecting advective accelerations and by specifying tidal and nontidal barotropic pressure gradients as well as a nontidal baroclinic pressure gradient. The salinity we compute only varies in the vertical; however, since horizontal advection of salt plays a key role in the formation of stratification, we follow Simpson and Sharples (1991) and introduce a source term that represents the effects of horizontal advection. That is, the total salinity at a point is assumed to be of the form:
where r, the mean longitudinal salinity gradient, is a constant. Under these conditions, the The momentum balance is that used by Simpson and Sharples (I 99 1) as implemented by Monismith et 01. (1996) and summarized here. The barotropic tide is represented by a known time varying surface slope where is the hypothetical variation in water surface elevation necessary to drive an inviscid tidal flow with a maximum velocity of U,,,,,, (see discussion in Monismith and Fong, 1996) and period T (we use T .. 12 h, i.e.. roughly an M2 tide). For simplicity, we consider only a single tidal constituent: however, multiple constituents can also be used.
The horizontal salinity gradient, IT, which we specify, provides a baroclinic pressure gradient that is independent of .r and increases linearly with depth. To account for the surface slope associated with the baroclinic flow. an extra constant surface pressure gradient equal to a dimensionless constant, y. multiplied by the depth-averaged baroclinic pressure gradient is imposed. 'l'he constant y determines the tidally averaged flow that results. In our application, we iteratively found y (typically in the range -0.1 to -0.5) to minimizc thc net depth-averaged flow ovcr a tidal cyclc. Notc that the flow depth is not allowed to change through the tide: the barotropic pressure gradients we impose are only expressed in terms of s~~r f a c e slopes for the sake of convenience. With these assumptions and this structure, the momentum balance is: where E; is the eddy viscosity, p is the coeficient of saline expansivity (such that --(l/p,,)(iip/d.~-)), and : is the depth measured negati~e downward from the surface. 'l'he turbulent diffusivities are found using Galperin et (il.'s (1988) where N is the local buoyancy frequency. As discussed in Rlumbcrg et (11. (1992) , in one dimension (depth) the M Y 2 3 closure consists of evolution equations for vertically varying q' and $1 that include terms representing production (sources), dissipation (sinks), and diffusion. These are supplemented by the stratification length scale limitation suggested by Galperin et u1. (1988) :
which requires that the turbulence length scale be lees than the Ozrnidov xale, i.e. the supposed largest scale possible in stratified turbulence (Gregg, 1987) . We have found that this length scale limitation significantly affects the calculated turbulence properties. Since the tide is dominant in inducing vertical mixing in many shallow systems, especially during nonstorm conditions. our use of this model thus far has been confined to cases for which the interaction of the current with the bottom roughness is the primary source of turbulence; this study does not consider wind-induced mixing. Bottom friction is parameterized by specifying a bottom roughness (we use 1 cm) and assuming that Uat the point closest to the bottom conforms to the law of the wall written in terms of the bottom roughness (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) .
The transport equations for salinity (Eq. 3), inonientum (Eq. 5 ) . q2, and q'l are solved on a staggered finite difference grid using the code described by Blumberg et al. (1992) , hereinafter referred to as BGO. Turbulence quantities are used to update the momentum and salt fields (via E; and Kc), which in turn are used to update the turbulence fields. In our application the grid typically has 5 ern vertical resolution (much finer than what might be used w~t h a full 3D circuldtion model). while the tlme ctep is ucually 100 s or let\. The resulting eddy diffusivities, used in the phytoplankton model runs discussed below. were calculated for SIPS flows and runaway stratlficat~on cases, as well as for constant stratification cases where the vertical density distribution is specified and the salinity evolution equation is omitted. The version of the model used for the first two types o f f ows we refer to as "BGO-SIPS," while the latter we refer to as "BGO-SPEC." Apropos to the discussion above. the use of the two different forms of the model allows us to represent a wide range ofestuaries. albeit in a simplified fashion. (U,,,.,.) versus time for each case.
In the SlPS case ( Fig. 3) , attenuation of mixing in the upper water column and an overall increase in AS is seen in each ebbleasly flood period. By mid-flood. however. mixing and reverse straining are strong enough to begin to erode the stratification, producing the observed decrease in vertical salinity difference. During mid-ebb. tidal mixing is enough to partially homogen~ze the salmty profile, rewlting In a temporary decrease In AS For the runaway strat~fication case (I-~g 4), mixlng in the upper water column 1s conctantly attenuated by the pycnoclme (once the permanent strat~fication fomq), and the bert~cal salinity difference grows with time. Nonetheless, a semidiurnal signal can still be seen in the vertical salinity difference, indicating that gravitationally induced runaway stratification and SIPS can act concurrently.
The SIPS case ( Fig. 3) is typical of lagoonal systems like south San Francisco Bay where, except in very wet years (e. g. 1995) . the influence of freshwater is relatively weak and tidal mixing is usually able to destroy any temporary stratification which may form. On the other hand. the runaway stratification case (Fig. 4) is typical of strongly stratified estuaries such as north San Francisco Bay during the spring, where freshwater flow through the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta may generate a strong longitudinal density gradient which dominates tidal mixing (Monismith et ul.. 1996) . Actual data ( Fig. 2) show AS ultimately declining after a runaway stratification event due to the increase in U,,,,,, (tidal forcing) as a spring tide is approached, resulting in a breakdown of the runaway stratification. In the simulations discussed in this paper, U,,,,,, is constant; therefore, variation over a spring-neap cycle is not explicitly modeled.
d. Surnninry crnd caveats
The system of equations we present above represents a minimal description of the physics of estuary flows in general and is the unsteady counterpart to the analysis of subtidal flows given originally by Hansen and Rattray (1965) . 'They showed the existence of a core region of a partially mixed estuary in which advective accelerations were negligible and the resulling salinity field varies approximately linearly with distance along the axi5 of the estuary. Observational evidence for this type of salinity field is given in Jassby et 01. (1995) who showed self-similar distributions of salinity in northern San Francisco Bay in which the salinity varied linearly over a large part of the estuary downstream of the upstream limit of salinity intrusion. It is the local perturbation of this mean salinity field, effectively maintained by a balance of subtidal processes, that we solve for with our model. Thus, while our model omits important physical processes like ikontogenesis (see, e.g. O'Donnell, 1993) with concomitant effects on phytoplankton transport (e.g. Franks and Chen, 1996) , it does represent a first-order description of vertical mixing in the stratified tidal channels that can be found in many coastal plain estuaries like San Francisco Bay or the James River.
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In our approach we have neglected the vertical velocity w, which we justify as follows. In our simulations, the rising and falling of the water surface throughout the tidal cycle are not modeled: instead the grid is fixed. In a barotropic tide, w can be scaled as w = (aHlat)(l + z/H), where z is the local depth and His the total depth. If we assume that the Most importantly. this idealization allows us to generate turbulen~ mixing results like those described above that reflect different forms of stratification, i.c.. persistent or intermittent. In either casc. it i s important to bear in mind that vertical mixing in stratified estuaries results primarily from two sources of turbulence production if wind is neslected: the bottom boundary layer and shear that is internal to the water column (Abraham. 1988; Monismith and Fong, 1996) . As we will demonstrate below, this is important to phytoplankton dynamics because bottom-generated turbulence produces a bottom mixed layer that entrains fluid from above as it grows. This results in phytoplankton cells being mixed from the photic zone (if it is shallow) and circulated over the deeper (and hence darker) part of the water column. This is different from the case found in lakes or in the ocean where mixed layer deepening involves entraining fluid from below. hence retaining cells in the upper mixed layer, though reducing the average light exposure of those cells. In later sections. we will show that this difference is important to understanding why the details of the stratification matter to estuarine phytoplankton dynamics.
The biological system (1. P h~t o p l~l~l k t o~z d y~n i i c x
In the type of system we are examining (i.e. shallow, with substantial tidally generated turbulent kinetic energy). ~LII-bidity (Cloern. 1987 ) and benthic grazing (Cloern. 1982 : Herman, 1993 ) may control phytoplankton bloom initiation. In addition. zooplankton grazing. sinking of the phytoplankton, and respiration losses can also influcnce bloom development. Our phytoplankton model incorporates all of these factors. The current formulation does not, however, account for nutrient dependenceJavailability since, in many estuaries (e.g. south San Francisco Bay). nutrients are more pertinent to bloom termination than initiation.
'I'he phytoplankton model is not calibrated or "tuned": rather, it is based upon standard forms of equations for scalar transport and phytoplankton growth and employs parameter values representative of field measurements. Because south San Francisco Bay (SSFB) has been the source of detailed biological records over the last two decades (Cloern, 19961 , this system serves as our "laboratory" for investigating phytoplankton dynamics in shallow estuaries. 'l'hus, the parameter ranges used in our model (e.g. depths, benthic grazing rates. light attenuation coefficients. and rates of sinking, zoopla~ilito~l grazing, and respiration) are typical of SSFB.
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b. The phytoplankton model
The phytoplankton model is based upon a time-and depth-dependent advectiondiffusion equation for transport, sources, and sinks of phytoplankton biomass in a one-dimensional vertical estuarine water column. Thus, the phytoplankton model has been named "VlD." This configuration is based on thc assumption that the conditions relating to vertical transport and net phytoplankton growth rates are horizontally homogeneous. 'I'he general model equation is:
where B is the phytoplankton biomass measured as chlorophyll a [mg chl dm3]; y, , , is the net rate of biomass growth [d-I] (gross growth rate minus losses to respiration and zooplankton grazing); K: is the vertical turbulent dil'rusivity [m 2 /d] (see Section 2b for details); W, is the phytoplankton sinking rate [mld] ; and a is the benthic grazing rate [m"(m2-d)], which is nonzero only at the bottom boundary. The phytoplankton growth rate is calculated using Jassby and Platt's (1976) hyperbolic tangent function for productivity, a constant ratio of phytoplankton cellular carbon to chlorophyll, and an exponentially decaying irsadiance with depth. Values typical of SSPB are used for maximum growth rate, respiration rate. zooplankton grazing rate, average daily surface irradiance, sedimentrelated light attenuation, benthic grazing rate, and sinking speed, which are all taken to be constant in time (see Table 1 , Koseff et al. (1993) , and Appendix for details).
'The cussent version of VI D is based upon the model developed by Cloern (1991) and later refined by Koseff et al. (1993) . However, instead of a finite difference formulation, this version uses a finite volume approach (MacCormack and Paullay, 1972) , which is mass-conservative and greatly simplifies implementation of flux boundary conditions. The model employs a staggered grid which is divided into control volumes, or cells (Fig. 5) . On this grid, B and p,,,, (biomass and sources/sinks) are defined at cell centers, while KT and W, (all flux-related quantities) are defined at cell faces. In this manner, we can enforce mass conservation, i.e. that for a given control volume:
With this finite volume/staggcred grid approach in solving the mass transport equation, mass is conserved to within (at least) lop6 [mg chl u/m3]. Since domain boundaries coincide with cell faces, where fluxes are defined, any zero flux terns on the boundaries fall out of the discretization for the boundary cells, making "phantom" points outside of the flow domain unnecessary. We have applied Leonard's (1979) In this section, we compare the effects of periodic and persistent stratification on phytoplankton bloom initiation. We used BGO-SIPS to simulate a 15 m deep water column for various longitudinal salinity gradient (dsldx) and tidal forcing (U,,,,) conditions. Each case depicts a particular balance between tidal mixing and river flow. A depth of 15 m was chosen because it is typical of the channel in south San Francisco Bay. 'l'hese hydrodynamic simulations were used to provide the turbulent mixing information (K,'s) for the phytoplankton model (Vl D), in which we varied the light attenuation and benthic grazing strength. Overall, we note the following: (1) Tidally intermittent stratification (SIPS) does not increase the likelihood of a bloom beyond that of a constantly unstratified water column; (2) Persistent stratification significantly increases the probability of a bloom for a range of light attenuation and benthic grazing conditions.
'These results are illustrated in Figure 6 (and associated Table 2 ), which shows a sample set of bloom threshold curves as a function of light attenuation (kt) and benthic grazing rate (a). Each curve represents a unique combination of hydrodynamic conditions which are described in Table 2 . For each point on each curve, several V1D simulations were perfomed (each with a different k,) to iteratively find a k, value which just allows a bloom. For all curves, the phytoplankton sinking rate is W , = 0.5 mld. Abiotic light attenuation and benthic grazing rate were chosen as the independent variables because they each have LZLCUJ rt 01.: Bloom dynamics in est~laries 39 1 Figure 6 . Light attcnuation-benthic grazing bloom threshold curves for ID 15 m deep water column. Description of the hydrodynamic case as3ociated wiih each curve is in Table 2 .
the potential to control net phytoplankton population growth in the water column and may vary widely over time. At first glance, the combination of k, and cr on the same plot may seem peculiar since, in the field. k, may vary on tinlescales of minutes to hours, while cw may vary on timescales of weeks. However, in the phytoplankton simulations performed with VlD, k, is taken to be an average value of light attenuation over timescales of days. In Figure 6 , the x-axis is proportional to the sink term (benthic grazing). and the y-axis increases inversely with the source term (light-driven production). Thus, as a point departs from the origin, grazing losses increase and mean light exposure decreases, thus diminish- Table 2 . Describes cases associated with curves in Figure 6 . "Hydrodynamic Code" dewribes version of RGO used to calculate turbulent diffusivities for that case. -d) ) the light attenuation can be as high as 2.1 m-I (a condition common in S S W ) and a bloom will still occur.
The following points emerge from examination of Figure 6 . First. the phytoplankton model predicts that for a 15 m deep water column, extremely clear water is necessary to produce a bloom for tidally intermittent stratification (SIPS). as well as for the constantly unstratified case (dS1ii.r =: -0). even with zero benthic grazing. In fact. the bloom threshold curves for the tidally intermittent stratification case essentially overlay those for the constantly unstratified case, suggesting that the SlPS mechanism does not increase the likelihood of a bloom beyond that of a constantly unstratified water column. This trend is attributable to the fact that in the unstratified and SlPS cases mixing of the phytoplankton down through the water column is faster, on average, than their growth. Second, it is evident that runaway stratificalion allows a bloom to occur under much more turbid conditions than in the unstratilied and SlPS cases. Runaway stratification lengthens the timescale for vertical transport of the phytoplankton relative to the timescale for growth, allowing the phytoplankton to remain in the upper water column (photic zone) long enough to multiply. Third, the intermittent stratification and unstratified threshold curves exhibit steeper overall slopes than the runaway stratification cases. indicating, as expected (Cloern, 1991) . that the effects of benthic grazing on an unstratified or intermittently stratified water column are more marked than on a persistently stratified water column.
Under runaway stratification conditions, a vertical density structure similar to that sketched in Figure 7a may develop. Different runaway stratification cases may exhibit different values of surface layer depth, or Z,,. As evidence of the general structure shown in Figure 7a , Figure 7b shows field measurements of salinity and chlorophyll concentrations corresponding to the large runaway stratification event in SSFB depicted in Figure 2 . The surface layer and a pycnocline at ~5.5 m depth are obvious in the field data, as is the effect of the pycnocline on the phytoplankton (i.e. inhibition of downward transport).
For each runaway stratification case plotted in Figure 6 , the estimated value of Z,, is listed in 'I'able 2 alongside the corresponding dSldx, U,,,,,, and H values. For the unstratified and periodically stratified cases, the pycnocline is either absent or not persistent and so is represented as "-" in the Z,, column. Notice that the curves (e.g., 'h', 'i') in Figure 6 appear to be grouped by values of Z,n, with a significant distance between groupings. In these cases, a shallower mixed layer is more likely to produce a bloom. This indicates that, in addition to the issue of intermittency versus persistence of stratification, other details of the stratification are important to the phytoplankton dynamics as well. We explore these details of the stratification below.
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i. Backgrourzd. In the previous section, we discussed the general effects of periodic and persistent stratification on phytoplankton bloom dynamics. Whereas persistent stratification may significantly increase the likelihood of a bloom relative to an unstratified water column, periodic stratification (SIPS) does not. Furthermore, for the persistent stratification cases, the surface layer depth. Z m , appears to influence the bloom threshold curves in Figure 6 . In this section, we explore the applicability of Sverdrup's Critical Depth Model (SCUM) to estuarine systems in predicting the onset of phytoplankton blooms. We used the V I D phytoplankton model with the modified BGO hydrodynamic model to explore the effects of the details of persistent stratification and vertical transport on bloom dynamics and to answer Questions 2 and 3 posed in the introduction.
ii. Approach. A modified BGO model was used to generate vertical turbulent diffusivity fields associated with different scenarios of persistent stratification. In persistent stratification cases simulated by BGO-SIPS (which allows the stratification to evolve from a balance between the oscillating tidal pressure gradient and a longitudinal density gradient), we can neither predict nor directly control the stratification characteristics such as Z,,, I,,,.
(the thickness of the pycnocline), or AS (the vertical salinity difference). 'l'herefore, we developed BGO-SPbC, which allows us to specify the stratification parameters for each run, hold them constant, and subject the water column to an oscillating tidal current. This enables us to explore the relationship between Z,, (and T,,,,, AS) and bloom initiation in a controlled fashion. Holding the stratification parameters constant (to emulate a constant source of buoyancy) is not completely realisiic; however, as is shown in Figure 8 . this method produces a reasonable approximation to the effects of the physics, as modeled by BGO-SIPS, on the phytoplankton. In Figure 8 , kt-cr bloom threshold curves are shown for a range of runaway stratification conditions generated by BGO-SIPS and by BGO-SPEC. The hydrodynamic parameters for all cases are summarized in Table 3 . For each BGO-SIPS case, we averaged the resultant stratification parameters over the run and then used those average values for Z,,,, T pyc , and AS in the associated BGO-SPEC run. The k,-cr threshold curves generated by V I D for each pair of cases are very close. For example. Case 'a'. for which dS1d.x -0.13 1 psulkm and U , , , , -0.47 mls, resulted in an average Z,,, of 0.7 m, T,,,., = 0.8 m, and AS == 1.7 psu. For this particular case, the maximum light attenuation allowing a bloom (for cr = 0) is about 3.4 m ' . A separate BGO-SPEC simulation using the average stratification parameters and holding them fixed (Case 'b') resuited in a maximum light attenuation for a bloom of about 3.7 m-I. Even closer correspondence is evident in the other cases. For example, the maximum light attenuation for the BGO-SIPS Case 'e' (k, = 1.66 m-I) is exceptionally close to that for the associated BGO-SPEC scenario, Case 'f' (k, = 1.69 m-I). This type of comparison assures us that BGO-SPEC provides a sound approach lor exploring the effects of Z,,, on bloom initiation.
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Figure 8. Light attenuation-benthic grazing thresholds comparing SIPS-derived cases (using BGO-SIPS) to fixed-pycnocline cases (using BGO-SPEC). Each pair shares the same symbol; the solid line is for the RGO-SIPS case; the dashed line is for the associated BGO-SPEC case. Description of the hydrodynamic case associated with each curve is in Table 3 .
iii. Relationship of surjkce layer depth to bloom inception and nzagnitude. VI D and BGO-SPEC enabled us to explore the effects of surface-layer depth on bloom initiation and, in particular, the applicability of the SCDM to shallow estuarine systems. We did this by calculating phytoplankton population growth for different ratios of surface layer depth to critical depth and then comparing model results with the SCUM criterion that growth is Table 3 . Describes cases associated with curves in Figure 8 . = 2 d-I. The simulation length of five days was chosen because it is representative of the typical duration of persistent stratification in a system for which springlneap mixing effects are significant (see Pig. 2). Z,,. is calculated as the depth at which the integral net growth rate (see Appendix, Jassby and Platt, 1976) , including the effects of respiration, zooplankton grazing, and depth-variable irradiance (neglecting self-shading). is zero. Each curve is the result of several five-day phytoplankton simulations with VID, which used turbulent diffusivities generated by BGO-SPEC. For each curve, abiotic light attenuation ( k t ) is held constant and only q, varies. We produced curves for different light attenuation values because k, essentially sets Z,., (each curve is therefore associated with a particular Z,,. ) . If the SCDM captures the processes controlling bloom development and collapses them into one uni\ersal relationship, then the applicability of the SCDM should be independent of Z,, (i.e. a11 the curves in Figure 9 . which differ only by Z,,, should display the same behavior with respect to bloom initiation).
From the perspective of maximizing phytoplankton production. it is evident that for each k, there is an "optimal" pycnocline depth, at which the peak of each curve is located. For points on either side of the peak, conditions are less than optimal such that the biomass produced in the water column is less than the maximum. Also plotted in bigure 9 is a horizontal line representing zero growth in depth-averaged phytoplankton biomass. It is evident that there are numerous cases for which Z,,,/Z,,. < 1 but population growth is negative. Because the iraditional critical depth model applies to surface layer averaged biomass rather than depth-averaged biomass, we checked the cases with Z,,,/Z,, < 1 that fell below the zero-growth level and confirmed that in the majority of those cases surface layer averaged biomass did not increase either. Model resirlts are therefore inconsistent with the traditional SCIIM. Specifically, our results indicate the following for the xysterns considered here: (1) ZJZ,, -1 does not provide a "switch," below which there is biomass increase; (2) There appears to be no such "switch" for predicting blooms since, for any one value of Z,,,/Z,,. there are numerous possible depth-averaged (and surface layer averaged) biomass values, some which may be considered a bloom and some which may not; (3) 'I'he traditional "critical depth" concept therelore must not capture all of the crucial processes controlling bloom initiation in a stratified estuarine water column.
As we show below, the process missing from the classical SCDM is leakage of phytoplankton from the surface layer via sinking and turbulent mixing. First. however, we explain the unexpected non-monotonic behavior of the curves in bigure 9.
1 he SCDM impl~es that phytoplankiun population growth increases as L,,, decreases, and R~ley (1942) suggested a wnple monotonic relat~onship based upon measurement\ in Georges Bank 1 he nonmonotonlc relationsh~p between s~mulated phytoplankton bromdss growth and surface layer depth In hgure 9, however, s h o w that shallower 1s not nece4sarily "better," w t h respect to phjruplanhton bloom lnltiatlon Four physical and b1ologic;ll processes are Influenced by L,,, and w~l l be consrdered as a b a s~s tor expla~nrng F~gure 9. Z,,. As Z,,, increases, the typical turbulent lengthscale for the surface layer increases, thus increasing K,, which is proportional to 1. An increase in 1 also indirectly (and nonlinearly) influences K, by increasing shear production and turbulent transport of 'I'KE up through the surface layer. These sources of TKE enhancement in the surface layer, as well as decreased dissipation of TKE (which scales as qV1). all contribute to higher K,'s in the surface layer as it is deepened. Furthermore, enhanced surface layer mixing is associated with greater turbulent diffusivities at the surface layerlpycnocline interface. Thus, for thicker surface layers, there is more turbulent leakage of phytoplankton out of the surface layer.
ii. Sinking in the presence of turbulent mixing. Mixing in the surface layer can be especially important to bloom dynamics when phytoplankton sink. If mixing is ctrong enough, it partially counteracts the sinking loss of phytoplankton from the surface layer.
The balance between turbulent mixing and sinking can be represented by the turbulent Peclet number, the ratio of the mixing timescale to the sinking timescale:
where L is the pertinent length scale ( 2 , for the surface layer, for example), and KT is the Figure 11 , which shows two scenarios associated with different surrace layer depths. less intense turbulent mixing, higher turbulent Peclet numbers, and, therefore, greater sinking losses than the deeper surface layer. However, the shallow surface layer has less turbulent leakage of phytoplankton than the deeper surface layer. The shaded area is the region of positive local net growth (where local growth rate exceeds respiration and zooplankton grazing losses). On the right. we show schematic vertical profiles of net growth rate and water density associated with each case. A smaller Z,, is associated with higher $,:,, the average net growth rate over the surface layer (because mean light exposure of the surface layer phytoplankton increases as Z, , decreases). Finally, depth-averaged biomass is affected by the net production that occurs below the surface layer. 'This subsurface phytoplankton is easily transported down by sinking while it is in the pycnocline region (since mixing there may be very weak) and by turbulent mixing below the pycnocline. In other words, if the depth at which local growth is zero extends below the surface layer (i.e. in the pycnocline or lower), phytoplankton will be produced that may be easily lost to the lower aphotic water column, as opposed to remaining longer in the surface layer, where it experiences positive net growth rates and is relatively isolated from benthic grazers. The significance of retaining cells in the region of maximal growth was emphasized by Smetacek and Passow (1990) as a key to bloom initiation.
The relationship of these four Z,,-related processes to the non-monotonic behavior of the curves in Figure 9 is illustrated further in Figure 12 . This schematic of population growth thickness of each cunnoles the relative strength. Shaded area of water column is thc region of positive local net growth. On the r.h.s., corresponding sketches of net growth rate a n d density profiles are shown for each scenario.
(B,IB,,) bersus L,,,IL;, s h o w that for Z,,, less than optimal (to the left of the peak), CIjl, i i large and turbulent leakage from the rurface layer IS min~m~aed, but smkmg losse, may be sign~ficant and a large fractlon of the production may occur below the surface Idycr. Oppo$ite trends apply to Z,,, values greater than optiinal (to the right of the peak). I he peak of the curve reprerents an optimal balance ot these four conditions. In Figure 13 , we illustraie the diversity of functional relationships that can exist beiween phytoplankton population growth and mixed layer depth. The plot of &, depth-averaged biomass at t=5 days, versus Zm, is shown for both zero and nonzero sinking rates (Fig. 13a) . Both relationships are nonmonotonic. This is because depth-averaged phytoplankton population growth is smaller when a large fraction of the produciion occur$ below the surface layer. rather than solely in the surface layer. The W, = 0.5 m/d curve shows that sinking augments the non-monotonic behavior. The plot in Figure 13b , on the other hand, shows B:, surface layer averaged phytoplankton biomass at t ; 5 days, versus Z,,, for zero -and nonzero sinking rates. In the absence of sinking, B;' decreases exponentially (i.e. monotonically) as Zm, increases. Thus, if sinking is zero, the B.z,,, relationship is consistent with that proposed by Riley (1942) . ' The reason for this is that surface layer averaged biomass is not affected by the production occurring below the suri'ace layer. Therefore, if sinking is zero, then wsi'ace layer averaged biomass will decrease as Zm, increases; whereas, if depth-averaged biomass is considered. or if sinking is nonzero. then there will be a non-monoionic relationship between surface layer depth and bloom intensity. Note that the previous discussion is applicable to a purely tidally driven system. If wind is a significant source of 'fKE, the system will likely be less sensitive to sinking out of the surrace layer because enhanced surface layer mixing would better counteract sinking (i.e., the turbulent Peclet number would be lower). Such a system would therefore tend to have a hgure 13. (a) depth-averaged phytoplankton b~omdss at t = 5 days and (b) surtace layer averaged biomass at t = 5 day\ kersus Z, for zero and nonzero smk~ng speeds. For all cases, I,,,, = 1 m, AS=5psu,U,,,,,,, O75m/s,H 1 5 m , k , -. 5 m -' , a 0 0 more monotonic relationchip between depth-averaged phytoplankton biomass and surface layer depth. This relationship also depends on the function chosen to describe phytoplankton growlh rate. For example, photoinhibition of algal growth (not included here) would suppress bloom development in kery shallow surface layers, shifting the initial rise of the curve in Figure 12 toward the right. 
d. Leakage due to mixing
The previous section described sinking-induced leakage of phytoplankton out of the surface layer and, to a limited degree, leakage due to turbulent mixing. In this section, we elaborate on the effects of turbulent leakage which, as modeled, depends upon the turbulent diffusivities and phytoplankton concentration gradient at the interface between the bottom of the surface layer and the top of the pycnocline. These interfacial turbulent diffusivities are typically one or two orders of magnitude smaller than those characteristic of the inner surface layer and, in the case of very strong stratification, may be even smaller.
For a system in which the primary source of turbulence is the interaction of the current with the bottom roughness, the interfacial turbulent diffusivity, or KYr, generally increases as U,,,, the maximum tidal current velocity, increases. Furthermore, since stratification inhibits the transport of turbulence up through the water column, K!' decreases with increasing AS and T,,,. These relationships are demonstrated in Table 4 , which shows values of time-averaged interlacial turbulent diffusivity, K-F', predicted by BGO-SPEC for different combinations of Zrr,, U,,,,, T,,,,, and AS. Also shown is the ratio of KFr to K:", the time-averaged maximum K; over the depth. For each hydrodynamic case, the V1D phytoplankton model was used to simulate two scenarios, each for a different light
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[56. 2 attenuation coeflicient. For each phytoplankton simulation, two quantities were calculated: ( I ) F,,,,,l , the turbulent leakage flux of phytoplankton from the surface layer over one timestep; and ( 2 ) Prod, the sut i'iice layer production over one timestep. Included in 'I'able 4 is the time-avcragcd ratio of P ',,,,.i , to Prod, or the average fraction of phytoplankton biomass produced in the surface layer that is lost via turbulent mixing.
l'he results in 'lhble 4 show that. even for values of K;' which are lo3-lo-' times smaller than the average maximum diffusivity, it is possible for the surface layer to lose 50% or more of ils integral production via turbulent mixing. In fact. in more turbid water, phytoplankton growth rates may be so slow that t~~rbulent mixing may remove more than 100% of what the surface layer produces (i.e. rerno~~e all of what was produced plus a portion of what existed previously). Thus, even "small" turbulent dii'l'usivities can be responsible for significant losses of phytoplankton out of the surface layer. In the next section, we elaborate on the direct e f i c t s of surface layer leakage ---b o t h advective and turbulent ----o n phytoplankton dynamics.
e. The efj'e~tv o f leokuge 011 p h~ t o p l~~n h t o~ h1001nr
I he reasons for the ~napplicab~lity of the trad~tional SCUM to shallow tidally dr~ven systems become clear when we quantify the effects of surface layer leakage on blooms. (5uperscrlpt """" refers to "wrface layer/pycnocline interface") P,:,, represents the net accumulat~on of phytoplankton b~oma\s in the suriace layer norrnal~zed by the amount p~oduced in the surface layer over one tunestep 'I'h~s yuantity reflect\ the balance between product~on In the surtace layer and leakage out of the suridce layer IT P,',';, =1, there are no leakage losses out of the s u r f a~e layer, if 0 < PA' ,, < 1, t h e~e is posltlve net dccur~~ulat~on In the surface layer. despite the occunence of leakage; ~f P!:, < 0, then leakdge dom~nates production, and the surface layer experiences net locc. ,,,,,, ca\e (~epresented by the dashed line) yielded Bi 6.6 mg chl d m 7 (a much smdller bloom) 1 he plot shows thdt P,':~, 1s dw,~ys less than 1 tor both cases. indicdting that leakage iluxes are constantly occul 11ng bor U,,,,,, O 95 ids. a strong quarterdiuit~al signal is evident, wlth P::, occ~llat~ng between posltlve and negatlve kalues lhis Indicates that the leakage contalns a strong tldal mlxing component whlch dominates the production during those portions of the qem~diurnal t~dal cycle when mixing is most Intense In between wch leakage-dominated ep~sodes, P::, returiic to pojitive kalues, indicating that t~ddl mlxing is weak enough such that product~on is temporarily able to exceed leakage This r e d t underscores the Importance of cem~dlurnal tidal variability, as hypothesized by Kowfl er a1 (1993). bor U,,,,,, 0.75 U,,,, case, P:::~ is always positive, indicating that the surface layer biomass must be increasing in time, resulting in a much higher & than for the higher U,,,,, case. The comparison of these two U,,,,, cases may explain why blooms in SSFB always occur during periods of low tidal energy (Cloern, 1991; Cloern, 1996) .
Earlier, we asserted that leakage from the surface layer is the reason for which our bloom predictions do not adhere to the traditional Sverdrup Critical Depth Model. We then explained the leakage mechanisms and demonstrated their effect on phytoplankton blooms. We now finally show that if all leakage is completely removed, our results are consistent with the SCDM. We have plotted B", the phytoplankton biomass averaged over the surface layer, versus time for four different cases (Fig. 15) 
Conclusions
In tidal estuaries, stratification and vertical mixing are highly dynamic processes, varying on timescales of hours to weeks. In systems with relatively strong tidal effects and weak freshwater influence, stratification may be only periodic on the semidiurnal timescale. We have shown that such periodic stratification (SIPS) does not increase the likelihood of a phytoplankton bloom over that of a constantly unstratiiied water column. Thus, with regard to its effects on phytoplankton blooms, SIPS is a physical regime closer to complete mixing than to persistent stratification, which greatly increases the likelihood of a bloom.
Although the persistence of stratification is important, the details of the persistent stratification are important as well. Specifically, surface-layer depth, thickness of the pycnocline, vertical density difference, and tidal current speed all weigh heavily in producing conditions which promote the onset of phytoplankton blooms. Our investigation of the effects of such hydrodynamic details leads to an explanation of why we might expect a range of functional relationships between phytoplankion growth and surface layer depth. First, there may be a non-monotonic relationship between phytoplankton population growth and surface layer depth. Thus, a shallower surface layer is not necessarily "better," from the perspective of maximizing phytoplankton production. This non-monotonic behavior is the result of the influence of Zm, the surface layer depth, on several "competing" processes: ( 1 ) the interaction between turbulent mixing and sinking in the surface layer (i.e. Peclet number effects); (2) maximization of the average net growth rate in the surface layer; (3) minimization of turbulent leakage from the surface layer; and (4) minimization of the production occurring below the surface layer.
Second, we have shown that the traditional SCDM does not capture all the important processes governing phytoplankton bloom initiation in energetic shallow systems or in systems where surface layer mixing is not strong enough to counteract the sinking loss of phytoplankton (i.e. systems with high surface layer turbulent Peclet numbers). 'l'o apply to such systems, the SCDM would need to account for leakage of phytoplankton out of the surface layer, which can be responsible for the loss of a significant percentage of biomass produced in the surface layer. We have further shown that if all advective and turbulent diffusive leakage processes from the surhce layer are eliminated, then model resuits comply exactly with the SCDM. Because of the large number of physical and biological parameters potentially controlling phytoplankton population growth in this type of system, it would be extremely dillicult to collapse all those processes into one simple dimensionless expression, such as the SCDM.
What are the differences between shallow tidally driven systems and deeper pelagic
Joltrnd of Marine Resecirch [56. 2 systems for w h~c h the traditional SCDM appears appl~cable? First, the primary source of turbulence in the ocean is the wind: whereas. for the system we have studied, turbulence is generated primarily at the bottom of the water colurun due to the interaction of the tidal current with the bottom roughness. In the ocean. therefore. as the wind blows, the surface layer is deepened and the euphotic zone may remain within the surface mixed layer. On the other hand. in shallow tldally dricen systems. the "real" mixed layer is the bottom layer. wh~ch, as turbulence continues to be generated, expands upward poss~bly into the euphotic Lone, entralnlng phy~oplankton cells and mlxing them downward into aphotrc conditions. Where enhanced mlxing may deepen the surfd~e layer In the ocean. somewhat decreas~ng the average surface layer net growth rate$. enhanced tidally driven mixing in the shallower system may have stronger negative effects on phytoplankton population growih by shallowing the surface layer and removing phytoplankton biomass from the euphotic zone. A second difference is that the deeper wind-mixed surface layer may not incur as severe sinking losses a5 the shallower system, because greater turbulent d~ii'usion In the deeper surface Llyer (due to both the wind source and the larger turbulent l e n g t h s~~~l e ) results In 5maller turbulent Pcclet numbels In the surfdce layer lhus. i~ deep wmd-driven system may not have as much a d i e c t l~e leakage a\ the shallowel wrnd-free system bor this rea5on. a deeper <y\tem may not have as strong of a non-monotonic relationship between phytoplankton growth and surface layer depth as the shallower tldally dr~cen system has Inclus~on of wmd effects on the shnllow system would most llkely dlminlsh adkective surl'ace layer losses and cause the relationship between phytoplankton concentration and surface Idyes depth to be more monotonic However. it 1s important to note that windinduced mixing would l~kely enhance turbulent leakage of phytoplankton from the surface layer and augment the dewation from the SCDM. Sirn~larly, we might expect that deeper system\ could also experience enough turbulent surface layer leakage to deviate substantially born the SCDM. In summary, the surface and bottom layers of a persistently stratilied water colun~n are not truly "decoupled" as has often been believed. This was pointed out by Sharples and Tett (1994) who, in order to rnatch model results with observations of a mid-water chlorophyll maximum, had to allow some small degree of transport between the two layers. Thus, ~t may be best to conceptualize a pycnocline as a physical feature that merely detains phytoplankton cells in the surrace layer (slowing their downward transport) as opposed to retaining them in the surface layer (completely preventing their downward transport). 'l~his vertical transport can occur by sinking or turbulent diffusion and, even at low levels. can severely reduce the l~kelihood of a bloom and lead to substantial departure from the traditional Sverd~up Critical Depth Model. Schemel. with 
APPkNDIX
Details of the phytoplankton model a. Ilie brologrcirl rizodel
The model for phytuplanhton growth I.; based on the following funct~on for product~v~ty by Ja\\by and Platt ( 1 976): P(;, t ) P ,,,,,, (tanh 1rrIi:. rjl r-) (13) where P(c, t) is the biomass-specific ratc of photosynthesis at depth ; ; P,,,,,, is the maximum (light-saturated) rate of photosynthesis: cr defines the photosynthetic efiiciency at low irradiance; I(:, t ) is the irradiance at depth : ; and I. is the respiration rate. expressed as a percentage of P,,,,,,. The net biomass-specific population growth rate is calculated using Eq. 13 to calculaie productivity and assuming that 0, the ratio of phytoplankton cellular carbon to chlorophyll ii. is a constant equal to 50 (Cloern, 1991) . Furthermore, we assume that LP, losses to zooplankton grazing, are constant in depth and time. Thus. the relationship for the net phytoplankton growth rate is as follows:
The vertical d i d b u t i o n of photosynthetically active radiation 15 calculated from:
where I(z,) is the irradiance at the center of cell "j"; I(0) is the mean daily suri'ace irradiance; k, is the mean light attenuation coefficient from abiotic sources of light absorption and scattering; and k, is the component of light attenuation from phytoplankton biomass. Bq. 15 calculates irradiance for the top control volume, while Eq. 16 calculates irradiance for all other cells. k, is usually taken to be constant in depth and time, while k,, is calculated for each point in the vertical. using Bannister's (1974) We have discretized the phytoplankton transport equation (10) using a finite volume approach (MacCormack and Paullay, 1972 ) and associated staggered grid, which is divided into control volumes, or cells (Fig. 5) . On this grid, B and p,,, (mass and sourceslsinks) are defined at cell centers, while K: and W, (all flux-related quantities) are defined at cell faces. Domain boundaries coincide with cell faces. Although benthic grazing is an overall sink for the water column, it is formulated as an advective flux; thus, it is defined at the bottom face of the bottom cell. The finite volume approach allows us to ensure that sources, sinks, fluxes, and accumulation exactly balance, preventing spurious numerical sources or sinks of mass.
A finite volume discretization originates with the "conservation law form" of the continuous equation. The defining characteristic of an equation cast in conservation law form is that the flux terms are combined into one term, which is the divergence of the total flux where the overbar denotes an average over the control volume, V. S is the surface enclosing V, and dS is a surface element of S with the direction of the outward normal to S. Discretizing Eq. 18 for our 1 D case (dF, ldx -dF, Idy = 0), we get the following:
Subscripts refer to spatial location, whereas superscripts refer to the timestep. Fluxes and surfaces in Eq. 19 are not in boldface because they are scalar quantities. Note that no time level has been assigned to the flux terms yet. Substituting the actual advective and diffusive fluxes in for F, and the growth term in for 3, realizing that for our 1 D water column S -1 and tr -Ail\z, and making use of the fact that the benthic grazing term is zero everywhere but at the bottom boundary, Eq. 19 becomes the following for all interior cells:
Note here that the overbars have been dropped, since we are taking the concentration at the center of a cell to represent the average over the cell. B*, which appears in the advection terms, represents an estimate of B at the cell face, since this approach does not naturally locate B at faces. The above semi-discretization is for an explicit treatment of advective terms and an implicit treatment of diffusion and growth. Actually, our code allows for any degree of implicitness for the diffusion and growth terms; however, we typically opt to solve those terms implicitly.
The turbulent diffusivities (K,'s) are obtained from the BGO code, and are located exactly where they are needed----at the cell faces. Furthermore, the staggered grid conveniently locates biomass concentrations between faces such that centered differences are easily implemented for the spatial derivatives in the diffusion terms. The implicit treatment of diffusion produces a tridiagonal system of equations, which is solved using the 'Thomas Algorithm.
The advection terms are slightly more challenging. In order to calculate B*, our estimate of B at the cell face, we use Leonard's (1979) QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) method. QUICK uses a three-point upstream-weighted quadratic interpolation for the concentration at a cell face. This method helps to minimize instabilities associated with central differencing of convection-dominated problems, and it does not produce the significant artificial diffusion introduced by classical upwind methods. The QUICK estimate of B* is of the following form:
c. Boundary conditions
At the top of the water column, we want to enforce zero advective flux and zero diffusive flux of phytoplankton through the surface. To effect thiq condition, the advective and diffusive flux terms at face j = 112 (the top f x e of the top control volume) essentially disappear from the discretization (bq. 20), since those terms are zero. Thus, Eq. 20 applied to the top control volume (cell j 1 ) becomes the following:
At the bottom of the water column, u e want to a l l w for a po\qible flux due to benth~c grazing but enforce zero flux for d~ffusion dnd s~n k~n g . 1111s configuration c~l l~w i for accurnul,~t~on In the bottom cell, for euample, if \Inking dom~nates mlxing and g r a m g . To enforce these cond~trons, the benthic g1a71ng reappears In the flux term for face j IIIML 112 (see h g . 51, and. slmllar to the treatment of the top suiface, the smk~ng and mlrlng term id1 out, since they are zeio Although the benthic grazlng term 1s ecsentidly ,In d v e c t~v e flux. u e do not implement QUICK to e\tlniate B at the bottom lice, slnce dolng co uould requlre a "phantom" polnt outs~t-fe of the actual flow do~nain We therefore use a simple upwind treatment ior that part~cular case Applying all these condlt~on\, bq 20 becomes the followmg for the bottom control volume (cell J r m n~) .
Note that bq 23 shows the grazing tell11 to be treated ~rnplicltlq in t~m e Actudlly. our code allow5 that term, like the difius~on and growth terms, to be treated with any degree of ~m p l~c~t n e s s :
howeber. we usually opt f o~ fully ~rnpllclt tredtment I'he appl~catlon of QUICK to the sink~ng teims and centr'il d~fferenc~ng to the dlfluslon termc leads to second order spatla1 accuracy. and mlnnnal artificial difluiwn 1s incurred by our treatment of the advection. Time accuracy is first order. A Von Neulnann stability analysis (Hirsch, 1988) 
